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In the context of nurse migration, experts view trade agreements as either vehicles for facilitating migration or as contributing to brain-drain phenomena. Using a case study design, this study explored the effects of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on the development of Mexican nursing. Drawing results from a general thematic analysis of 48 interviews with Mexican nurses and 410 primary and secondary sources, findings show that NAFTA changed the relationship between the State and Mexican nursing. The changed relationship improved the infrastructure capable of producing and monitoring nursing human resources in Mexico. It did not lead to the mass migration of Mexican nurses to the United States and Canada. At the same time, the economic instability provoked by the peso crisis of 1995 slowed the implementation of planned advances. Subsequent neoliberal reforms decreased nurses’ security as workers by minimizing access to full-time positions with benefits, and decreased wages. This article discusses the linkages of these events and the effects on Mexican nurses and the development of the profession. The findings have implications for nursing human resources policy-making and trade in services.
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KEY MESSAGES

- When nurse migration is not yet a problem for a country, a trade agreement can change the relationship between the State and the profession to one that focuses on professional infrastructure investment that increases nursing human resource production capacity.

- For nurses, even when a vehicle for legal migration via a trade agreement exists, language barriers and role differences can provide significant obstacles to migration.

- Minimum educational requirements for nurses that change after the inception of a trade agreement may benefit patient outcomes in the long term due to improved quality of care provided by nurses, but additional studies are needed to demonstrate this effect.

Introduction

The phenomenon of global nurse migration is a multi-billion dollar industry loaded with monetary incentives for governments to promote the migration of their nurses, even if the pattern is harmful to the health system of the country (Kingma 2006). Trade agreements can facilitate an individual nurse’s ability to migrate, contribute to a professional brain-drain in sending countries, or provide critical restrictions on the number of nurses who can migrate annually (Buchan 2006; Kingma 2006; Yan 2006). Yet outside of brain-drain effects on
health systems, policy-makers in both trade and human resources for health do not have a good understanding of the domestic effects of trade agreements on the development of the nursing profession, and subsequently, the national system for producing nursing human resources.

In a collective effort, Canada, the United States (USA) and Mexico established the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) to reduce or eliminate trade barriers between the three countries (Frenk et al. 1994; Arboleda Flórez et al. 1999; Gómez Dantes et al. 1997; Sebastian and Hurtig 2004). Mexico offers a unique opportunity to study the long-term effects of a major regional trade agreement on the development of the nursing profession in a country where international nurse migration is not yet a problem. No studies have explored the effects NAFTA had, if any, on the Mexican nursing profession. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to examine whether NAFTA influenced the development of the Mexican nursing profession and if so, how.

Background

In the region of the Americas alone, 83% of all nurses (approximately 3.3 million) work in the USA and Canada (PAHO 2008). With roughly 200,000 nurses in Mexico, they represent approximately 45% of the Mexican health care workforce (CNSM 2004; PAHO 2008; SIARHE 2008). Mexican nursing has multiple levels of education for entry into the profession and graduate education in nursing available up to the PhD level. The Comisión Permanente de Enfermería (CPE) estimates that about 8% of all Mexican nurses have a bachelor’s degree (licenciatura) or higher, thus resulting in a significant shortage of professionally prepared nurses (SIARHE 2008).

In the early stages of NAFTA’s design and implementation, nurses from Mexico, Canada and the USA took the opportunity to compare the status of nurses between the three countries and target areas for development and collaboration (TINAN 1996). More recent research suggests that the incentives for full-time employed nurses to remain practising in Mexico may far outweigh the benefits of migrating for higher salaries and improved working conditions (Squires 2007). In other literature, common themes about the NAFTA and health focus on the potential and actual effects of the agreement upon health, the health care system and health services delivery. Few researchers directly mention Mexican nurses and NAFTA (Laurell and Ortega 1992; Hernández Peña et al. 1993; Frenk et al. 1994; Juan López 1994; Brown 1997; Gómez Dantes et al. 1997; McGuinness 2000). Analyses focused on the traditionally male dominated professions, like law, medicine and engineering, and how the agreement could improve educational standards and the quality of professional services (Ramos Sánchez 1998).

Despite gaps in the literature, the migration of Mexican nurses using Trade Negotiation Visas (TNV) to find legal work as nurses in the USA is always a great source of speculation on both sides of the border. The classic migration push factor of ‘low salaries’ could serve as a migration driver in Mexico because the Comisión Nacional de Salarios Mínimos (CNSM) only recognizes Mexican nurses with licenciatura levels of education—equivalent to a bachelor of science in nursing in the USA—as ‘professionals’ in their salary categories (Cárdenas Jiménez and Zárate Grajales 2001; CNSM 2004). Mexican nursing salaries (from auxiliary nurses to professors) can be as low as US$150 per month, to as high as US$4000 per month (Salas Segura et al. 2002). Geographic location of the nurse’s workplace and type of hospital (public vs. private) affect income, as well as union membership (a positive effect on nurses’ income). Private hospitals in Mexico pay 25–50% less than public, government managed hospitals (Salas Segura et al. 2002; Squires 2007), except in the case of State-level, decentralized hospitals, which pay roughly the same as private hospitals. Historically, however, Mexican health care institutions (public or private) have favoured hiring nurses with the lowest levels of education to keep operating costs low; in the case of private hospitals, the practice aims to maximize profits for the physician owners (PEF 1983; Subsecretaría de Planeación 1986; Balseiro Almario 1987; Rosales Rodríguez and López Andrade 1987; SSA 1989a, b; de Gortari Gorostiza 1991; PEF 1991; Salinas de Gortari 1991).

In consideration of all these factors and since nurses remain a critical component of health services delivery at both the primary and acute care levels in Mexico, determining what kind of effect NAFTA had on the development of the profession and the global mobility of Mexican nurses is important because nurses ultimately affect patient outcomes in a health system and its capacity to respond to population health needs. An analysis of a trade agreement’s effects on the nursing profession may also reveal strategies for mediating the effects of international nurse migration and inform trade agreement design.

Methods

A secondary analysis from a descriptive case study about the professionalization of Mexican nursing between 1980 and 2005 structured this research. Descriptive case studies allow researchers to manage and synthesize large volumes of data, both qualitative and quantitative, with the specific purpose of discovering the nature of relationships between variables (Yin 2009). Secondary analyses permit a researcher to ‘use an existing dataset to find answers to a research question that differs from the primary study’ (Hinds et al. 1997, p. 408). From the initial case study, it was apparent that a significant shift in the professionalization of Mexican nursing occurred after NAFTA that merited deeper exploration and further research.

Therefore, a secondary, directed content analysis structured the analytic approach of the qualitative data from the original case study and descriptive statistics were incorporated to illustrate specific effects of NAFTA on the profession’s infrastructure. Data for this study came from 410 primary and secondary sources about nursing human resources in Mexico and 48 semi-structured, Spanish language interviews with Mexican nurses about professionalization. Participants came from a small network of key informants who were recruited through targeted convenience and snowball sampling techniques. The demographics of the participants from the initial case study are shown in Table 1. The sample was 90% women and 10% men, who were highly professionalized, with 70% of the sample possessing a bachelor’s degree at the time of the interview. Not all had attained a bachelor’s degree as their
mode of entry into the profession. The nurses interviewed for the study lived in four states that covered the major geographic and economic regions of the country. Even though interviews were in Spanish, data were coded in English and audited by an independent, bilingual professional to verify the conceptual congruence of the translated coding process. International Review Board (IRB) approval for the study came from the University of Pennsylvania.

Findings

In the literature about professions, scholars widely recognize that the relationship between the State and the profession is a critical factor in development and regulation. The significant finding from this analysis is that the creation of NAFTA served as a catalyst for changing the relationship between the Mexican State and the nursing profession. The changed relationship made creating the professional infrastructure that nurses required to support their development easier than in previous periods in Mexican nursing history. The 1995 peso crisis, however, complicated the overall infrastructure development process because it slowed the rate at which these endeavours could occur. Economic policies also altered the workplace of Mexican nurses by making it increasingly difficult to obtain a full-time position in the well-paying, State-managed health care system. The inception of the trade agreement also inserted globalization language into the nursing discourse, appearing in the nursing literature only after NAFTA's enactment and spontaneously in the interviews with nurses. In sum, NAFTA's inception appears to have had a series of indirect effects on the development of Mexican nursing that continue to influence its development, even today. The following sections describe the series of effects and their consequences to the profession.

A changed relationship: Mexican nursing and the State

The most important finding of the study is the changed relationship between the State and Mexican nursing. For context, it is useful to know that prior to NAFTA's creation, nurses were politically marginalized in the policy-making process and health system goals for human resources development rarely aligned with Mexican nursing's professional development goals. As a result, from the late 1970s through the 1980s, Mexican nursing experienced a deprofessionalization process that diminished their technical authority in the workplace and eliminated nursing leadership within the Department of Health (Squires 2007).

With the advent of NAFTA, however, new incentives for the State to critically examine nursing emerged. NAFTA's implementation generated what appears to be a federal-level incentive to evaluate the state of nursing in Mexico in preparation for the agreement’s design. The inclusion of North American nurses in the process to develop NAFTA, through the Tri-lateral Initiative for North American Nursing, helped produce concrete evidence of the significant differences between nursing roles. In Mexico, the results of the collective effort began changing the relationship between the nursing profession and the State. The comparative analysis illustrated the potential for Mexican nurses to legally migrate to the USA and Canada for work and send home remittances, but also showed the State and the profession where to focus professional infrastructure building to facilitate the production of nurses and improve the quality of services provided by nurses in Mexico.

The nurses’ new level of access to previously eliminated political capital evolved because if Mexican nursing was to develop to a similar level of professional standing to its North American counterparts, thus placing them on equal grounds for trade in services, the State had to develop or redirect investments towards the development of nursing human resources in Mexico. Hiring patterns also changed in the government-run health system, moving away from their previous bias toward hiring auxiliary nursing personnel. Within the profession, these investments shifted nursing human resources production toward associate degree equivalent and bachelor's degree prepared nurses. The newfound political capital gave the nurses more freedom to enact changes within their own profession, but as one retired nursing professor stated during an interview, “It would have gone a lot faster if we had the money to make the changes we needed.”

Table 1  Participant demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>43 (90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>5 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>24–62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average years (range)</td>
<td>15.6 (1–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult health/medical–surgical</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatric</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob/gyn</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR/ICU/ED</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (hospital)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (university)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical/associates</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters or higher</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil status and children (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single, never married</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single mother</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With children</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With children at home</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gender was also a factor in the relationship between the State and the profession as female nursing leaders in Mexico often face multiple competing demands on their time due to social expectations about their roles as wives, mothers, daughters and extended family members. Many expressed frustration that these sociocultural demands hinder the rate at which they can enact change or contribute to the political dialogue, especially if they have children at home. Males participating in the study freely admitted that political relationships were easier for them to make because they faced fewer demands at home, and because most politicians and Secretary of Health leadership are also men.

**Growth in the production capacity of nursing personnel post-NAFTA**

After NAFTA’s 1994 implementation, the growth of private and public nursing programmes, especially at the technical and licenciatura levels, soared. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the growth in nursing schools. Figure 1 shows that in 1993 there were approximately 253 nursing programmes in the country (SSA 1994), nearly doubling to 503 in 2005 (Arroyo de Cordero 2007). As shown in Figure 2, 100 schools offered BSN-level education in 2005 compared with fewer than 40 in 1993. Growth in nursing education programmes did occur, however, without solid accreditation programmes and few educational standards. Shifting the production of nursing human resources to university-based programmes also created a shortage of qualified teachers due to the rapid growth in schools and the lack of bachelor’s and graduate prepared nurses to fill teaching positions. Labour studies by Müggenburg-Rodríguez Vigil and colleagues also indicate that retention rates, even in top nursing programmes, remain low, with the country only graduating around 13,000 nurses per year from all programmes (Müggenburg-Rodríguez Vigil et al. 2000; Müggenburg-Rodríguez Vigil 2004; Müggenburg-Rodríguez Vigil et al. 2006). She and her colleagues attribute high attrition rates to the sociocultural demands placed on the high number of female students from low-income families, who often expect daughters to drop out of school to work when the family faces financial difficulties.

In consideration of these factors, it becomes apparent that growth in production capacity does not necessarily mean that the national market becomes flooded with nurses and that the excess workers will migrate to work in nursing jobs abroad. Two nursing professors added another dimension to this equation as they described the role of performance capacity of Mexican nurses that evolves from the current educational system, which ultimately affects Mexican nurses’ ability to migrate to work abroad, whether they are male or female. The first professor had a master’s degree in health services administration and had worked as a nursing department administrator in the Instituto de Seguridad y Servicio Social para Trabajadores del Estado (ISSSTE) prior to moving to teach in academia in the early 1990s. In her experience, she found that most of the nurses working under her or returning for technical or bachelor’s degree preparation “…have practiced based on empiric observation of others and just to do the tasks, but not think about what they’re doing… They do not have a sense of what it is to act autonomously and make good decisions.” The second professor provided more detail that illustrates the challenges of working with adult nursing students completing técnico and licenciatura programmes. She said:

“…I told you that Mexican nurses…have a facility, an excellent ability to perform procedures. They can compete with any nurse in that area, from any place, but they cannot explain the principles that serve as the foundation for their actions. They know when there is a contraindication (if that happens to be the case)…the reason why there is a danger for a reaction, but they cannot explain the ‘why’ of it, because they lack the theoretical background. Now nurses here have great technical experience, but they lack the theory behind it and the scientific reasoning to justify their actions or describe their reasoning process.”

While there are always exceptions to the professors’ assessment, their quotes suggest that having a large capacity to produce nurses does not necessarily mean while there are always exceptions to the professors’ assessment, their quotes suggest that nurses capable of migrating abroad will emerge from the programmes, especially when English language skills are not part of the curriculum. Yet before even considering the language issues, nurses like the ones the professors described...
would be unlikely to pass a licensure exam like the US NCLEX-RN nursing licensure examination. In support of the professor’s statements, Figure 3 illustrates how 20 plus years of pass rates compare with the numbers of nurses taking the exam (NCSBN 2008). The figure shows that while more nurses have taken the exam in recent years, likely indicating a growing interest in migration for work in the USA, trends in pass rates among Mexican nurses on the NCLEX-RN exam have remained flat over a 25-year period (NCSBN 2008). Until Mexican nursing education is universally standards based with appropriate enforcement through programme accreditation, the quality of graduates will continue to vary widely. Mexico will continue to have good technicians at the bedside, but not necessarily nurses with the critical thinking skills required for improving nursing services within Mexico, let alone migrating abroad for work in US hospitals.

Fortifying the professional institution

NAFTA appears to have generated a broader professionalization movement within the Mexican government that continues to the present day. Policy changes occurred not only with ‘hard’ infrastructure developments like more nursing schools, but also with soft ones that aligned the broader group characteristics with those classically associated with the professions, like Codes of Ethics and salary changes. This section illustrates the policy progression that fortified professional nursing infrastructure and began after NAFTA’s implementation.

Professionalizing nurses was part of a larger process adopted by the 1994–2000 Zedillo administration in an attempt to professionalize State employees. Professionalization language was found more frequently in national state-of-the-union reports after the implementation of NAFTA. The Zedillo administration used the term ‘professionalizing’ or ‘professionalization’ of government employees in every annual report published during its term. The State viewed professionalization as a means of reducing corruption in the country and improving worker performance (PEF 1997). Regardless of the corruption-tainted reality outside the policy sphere, the desired effect was to make Mexican workers more competitive internationally and create additional opportunities for revenue through remittances sent back to Mexico through worker migration to developed nations. For Mexican nursing during this period, this meant moving entry-level training to the university level and laying the foundation for educational programme accreditation, both important elements in professionalization.

As professional culture development among State employees like nurses progressed into the early 21st century, under the Fox administration the Secretaria de Salud y Asistencia (SSA) collaborated with health care professionals to develop professional Codes of Ethics for all health care workers, a key element of soft professional infrastructure. Yet ahead of these State-driven initiatives, Mexican nurses developed their own Codes of Ethics for dissemination throughout the country 3 years in advance of the publication of Codes of Ethics for other health care professionals (CIE 2001a, b). The State provided the institutional support to organize the committee charged with developing the Codes of Ethics and its eventual publication. Nonetheless, in an illustration of the academic and practice reality disconnection common within professions, this study found that the dissemination of the Codes of Ethics was poor as none of the 28 staff nurses and only seven out of 14 nursing administrators in this study were aware of its existence.

For Mexican nursing, another key ‘hard’ professional infrastructure investment by the State was the development of the national nursing human resources database in the SSA, known as the Sistema de Información Administrativa de Recursos Humanos en Enfermería (SIARHE). The SSA also developed
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**Figure 3** Trends in Mexican nurses NCLEX examination and pass rates
both national and decentralized State-level commissions to address nursing human resources development issues nationally and locally (IMSS 1996; SSA 1997; PEF 1999). A fully operational system, however, took nearly 10 years to develop because the rate of implementation was slowed by the 1995 peso crisis and the ensuing economic instability that lasted until about 1999.

Nonetheless, the development of SIARHE eventually led to the creation of the Comisión Interinstitucional de Enfermería (CIE) in 2002, perhaps the biggest symbol of the improved quality of professional institutions that Mexican nurses gained after NAFTA (CIE 2001b). The CIE was a national, State-supported division of the SSA designed to support the development of nursing services throughout the country. Nurses lead the institution and have a representative from every state so that policies and programmes emerging from the CIE can disseminate to the local nursing communities. It provides a centralized leadership body for Mexican nursing within the Mexican government with the capacity to tailor broad policy goals to local needs through the state representatives.

The sustainability of the institution, however, depends largely on the political will of the State to continue supporting its operations and the ability of nurses to produce qualified leadership to run it. To provide some sustainability for the institution, President Felipe Calderón made the institution a permanent part of the Ministry of Health through a presidential decree in 2007, creating the Comisión Permanente de Enfermería (CPE). Furthermore, in a local level example, in the state of Nuevo Leon in northern Mexico that borders Texas, the state government supported the creation of a centralized nursing institution to help disseminate the CPE’s work and provided them office space to coordinate their activities. The building now houses all professional nursing and other nursing specialty organizations in the state.

Challenges to institutions and capacity building: the 1995 peso crisis
A paediatric nurse in the study described the 1995 peso crisis as “…the moment when everything stopped”. The 1995 peso crisis negatively affected how Mexican states were able to provide health services as many could not cope with the loss of resources from the federal system. Health care financing within the Instituto Mexicano de Seguro Social (IMSS) was reduced by 89.5% (PEF 1995). Decreased financing forced states to decrease investment in health system infrastructure and freeze wages in order to maintain basic services. Enrolments in nursing schools also dropped by 50% or more (Sánchez de Leon and Castro Ibarra 1996; Vargas Daza and Solis Guzmán 1997). For Mexican nursing, professional infrastructure developments began as part of NAFTA’s implementation slowed to a trickle and priorities shifted to simply keeping existing infrastructure running. Other studies conducted by Mexican nurse researchers show that family demands rooted in familial financial difficulties formed the top reason for dropping out of any kind of nursing programme (Sánchez de Leon and Castro Ibarra 1996; Uribe Calderón 1997; Vargas Daza and Solis Guzmán 1997). The combination of these factors affected the rate at which NAFTA-generated changes within Mexican nursing could progress.

The private sector
Notably absent from the intersection between NAFTA and Mexican nursing is the role of the private sector. The results from this study showed that despite a host of incentives—especially those related to the recruitment and placement of nurses—the private sector plays no significant role within or apart from Mexican nursing, other than the existence of private hospitals as a low-paid employment option. Only one private hospital consortium does provide financial support for the only non-State-funded Mexican nursing journal, Desarrollo Científico en Enfermería, but that is about the extent of its involvement in the development of the profession. A variety of media also reported on other private sector examples in the early 2000s as several businesses developed agencies to facilitate Mexican nurse migration to the USA through TNVs. Yet, the majority of these ventures failed because the owners grossly underestimated the extent to which they would have to invest in English language training, nursing licensure exam preparation and role transition issues.

Discussion
This study had several limitations related to the data, sample demographics, geographical distribution of the participants, sampling strategy, translation and researcher identity. The generalizability of these findings to other countries in Latin America or other parts of the world may be limited. A general limitation of case studies and secondary analyses is that the quality of the data affects the results (Hinds et al. 1997; Yin 2009). While Mexico has reliable data and excellent archives, the nursing data were sparse and not gender differentiated. National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) data do not differentiate scores by gender, so exploring the gender effect on NCLEX-RN testing by Mexican nurses was not possible. The fact that translated qualitative data were part of this study automatically makes it a limitation because of the risk of conceptual drift during the translation processes (Squires 2008). Finally, the researcher’s identity as a foreigner may have affected participant responses during the interviews.

Despite the limitations, the findings from this study suggest that trade agreements like NAFTA, with provisions for trade in nursing services, appear to provide an incentive for national governments to improve the quality of the professional institutions and the infrastructure that supports nursing at the country level. When these incentives become sufficient for the State to make that kind of investment, it changes the nature of the political relationship between the State and nursing professionals. In this case, the relationship appeared to improve because roles for nurses in health system policy-making increased and they gained greater autonomy in professional governance. The success and strength of the new relationship, however, appears tied to economic stability.

Somewhat ironically, a stronger relationship between the profession and the State goes against one of the tenets of Neoliberalism, the economic theory that has driven most economic policies around the world in the last 30 years. The theory advocates minimizing the role of the State in all aspects of public life and letting market forces address as much as possible. From this study, it was apparent that a lack of a
relationship between the State and the nursing profession had hampered the development of the profession and affected the quality of nursing services. Market forces created the least prepared nurses to work in Mexican health care facilities. The private sector had no incentive to get involved in developing nursing human resources because, as noted previously, the capital and time investment proved too high and too risky for most private sector investors. Furthermore, Mexican nursing, as a female-dominated profession drawing candidates largely from the middle and lower classes, faced multiple barriers (social roles, class barriers, gender related, etc.) to steering its own development due to the inability to secure financial or political capital that would enhance its development as a group. That leaves the State and the profession as the institutions that can invest in developing nursing services, from entry-level personnel through to researchers who can study nursing interventions that can improve the quality of care.

Even with a more productive relationship investing in institution building that promotes the development of nursing human resources, the dynamics of a national economy, affected by a trade agreement or not, permeate every aspect of the process of building professional infrastructure. From the results, it was very clear that the economic instability occurring after NAFTA had a profound effect on the development of Mexican nursing as a profession and their place of work. As a capital-dependent process, professionalization requires financial resources to facilitate education, political relationships with the State and knowledge production. For Mexican nurses, these financial resources are tied into the State’s economic policies and, of course, influenced by the trade agreements that shape them. Economic instability produced by these policies then inhibits the rate at which professionalization occurs because nurses have more difficulty securing the capital they need to promote the advancement of the group as a whole and to improve the quality of services they provide to the public. Thus, in the face of economic instability, migration for work as a nurse removes itself as an option without a strong professional development system derived from strong infrastructure.

Yet as Figure 3 shows, more Mexican nurses take the licensure exam every year. The data indicate a growing interest among Mexican nurses in migrating abroad for work, but the proportion that passes the exam remains low. That suggests that despite the incentives provided by NAFTA for legal migration to the USA, the current institutional infrastructure is not capable of producing large numbers of bilingual nursing professionals capable of passing the NCLEX-RN exam. This finding indicates that there are opportunities for the private sector and others to invest in developing nurses or their educational programmes so that Mexican nurses who choose to work abroad are capable of passing the exam. This type of venture may also require more capital (both financial and in human expertise) than many enterprising business people can find or would be willing to invest. This investment would also require significant cooperation with not only the organized arms of Mexican nursing, but also the State.

In light of these factors, the State will have to continue to invest in the Mexican nursing profession in ways that promote sustainable growth in personnel and infrastructure. Expecting capacity development to come entirely from the profession itself is unrealistic at this time in Mexico or in most developing countries. Mexican nursing’s 20th century history as a female-dominated profession with a history of political marginalization, the primary sources of entrants into the profession coming from economically marginalized lower and middle classes in Mexico, and their competing roles as Mexican wives and mothers, confound the collective ability for Mexican nurses to take a larger role in infrastructure development. It becomes considerably more difficult for them to independently secure capital for their individual and group development when these factors are present. These changes will occur, but at the pace the profession is able to generate. This may prove slower than many interested parties desire. History, however, does show a high return on investment in developing the capacity of nursing professionals, as with increased autonomy, resources and governance over their profession, the quality of nursing services improves in concert with population health.

In the long term, NAFTA’s indirect effects on professional infrastructure development coupled with changes within Mexican nursing might affect patient outcomes in hospitals, public or private. For example, now that the licenciatura is the preferred level of education required of nurses for obtaining a TNV, it has set a standard for Mexican nursing education and also shifted public-sector hiring practices. Domestically, this policy change also has the potential to positively change patient outcomes, at least in the hospital setting. The previous bias in hiring practices toward hiring only auxiliary nurses may have cost the health system more money in the long term because, as nursing workforce research now demonstrates, nurses with low levels of education result in poor quality of care and poor patient outcomes (Aiken et al. 2001a, b; Stanton 2003; McElmurray et al. 2006; Lake 2007). Studies capturing patient outcome trends related to nurse staffing and the demographics of nursing in Mexican hospitals would be able to evaluate trends in patient outcomes before and after NAFTA’s implementation and further quantify the existence of that kind of effect, if such data exist.

In conclusion, the findings from this study are complex in the series of relationships and consequences resulting from a trade agreement like NAFTA. The findings suggest that designers of trade agreements should consider thinking beyond remittances and look more at how an agreement promotes infrastructure development that supports the production and retention of nursing personnel. Overall, this study demonstrates the need for more research about the domestic effects of trade agreements on the complex developmental process of nursing and health care human resources production and professional infrastructure development. Data from these studies will help shed further light on the positive and negative effects trade agreements have on health care professionals.
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